Abstract. Photoemission spectra of the perovskites CaxSr1−xVO3, CaxLa1−xVO3, and SrRuO3 indicate that Coulomb correlations are more pronounced at the surface than in the bulk. To investigate this effect we use the dynamical mean field theory combined with the Quantum Monte Carlo technique and evaluate the multi-orbital self-energy. These systems exhibit different degrees of band filling and range from metallic to insulating. The key input in the calculations is the layer dependent local density of states which we obtain from a tight-binding approach for semi-infinite cubic systems. As a result of the planar character of the perovskite t2g bands near the Fermi level, the reduced coordination number of surface atoms gives rise to a significant narrowing of the surface density of those subbands which hybridize preferentially in planes normal to the surface. Although the total band width coincides with the one in the bulk, the effective band narrowing at the surface leads to stronger correlation features in the quasi-particle spectra. In particular, the weight of the quasi-particle peak near EF is reduced and the amplitude of the lower and upper Hubbard bands is enhanced, in agreement with experiments.
Introduction
Strongly correlated materials are presently an active area of experimental and theoretical investigation [1, 2] . Angleresolved photoemission spectroscopy in principle provides a complete map of the energy and momentum dependent quasi-particle states and has therefore been used to characterize the electronic properties of many fascinating systems. As a consequence of the finite escape depth of the emitted electron, however, photoemission spectra inevitably contain information on the electronic structure in the bulk and near the surface. Both the single-and many-particle features may depend on the distance from the surface. For example, even in the absence of any surface reconstruction the reduced coordination of surface atoms causes a characteristic oscillatory variation of the local density of states as a function of the layer index, with an appreciable effective band narrowing right at the surface [3] . In strongly correlated materials it is precisely the width and shape of this local density of states which, for a given set of on-site Coulomb and exchange energies, determine the details of the quasi-particle spectrum. Accordingly, the relative weights of the quasi-particle peak near the Fermi level and of the Hubbard bands may vary a e-mail: a.liebsch@fz-juelich.de with distance from the surface. Additional effects can arise due to reconstruction of the lattice at the surface, due to more pronounced rotations or distortions of some of the atomic groups within the unit cell, surface phonons, and due to enhanced electron-electron interaction caused by less efficient surface screening processes.
Surface effects in photoemission from transition metal oxides have been observed in several systems. Fujioka et al. [4] studied SrRuO 3 and noticed characteristic spectral variations caused by the frequency dependent mean free path of the photoelectron. A similar trend was found by Maiti et al. [5] for the series Ca x La 1−x VO 3 . The latter data suggested the highly interesting situation of a metallic bulk coexisting with an insulating surface layer. Recently, Maiti et al. [6] and Sekiyama et al. [7] performed photoemission measurements on Ca x Sr 1−x VO 3 using a wide range of photon energies. These data also reveal striking effects associated with the varying amounts of bulk and surface contributions to the spectra. Typically, the valence bands in these systems consist of a coherent peak near E F derived from the partially filled transition metal t 2g bands, and a satellite feature corresponding to the lower Hubbard band. Inverse photoemission spectra reveal an analogous Hubbard band above E F . In the measurements cited above, the weight of the coherent peak diminishes for shorter escape depth, while the satellite 478 The European Physical Journal B features (the so-called incoherent peaks) become more intense. Photoemission spectra exhibiting a relatively larger surface contribution therefore are more strongly correlated than bulk spectra.
This explains the puzzling behavior seen in early photoemission work on Ca x Sr 1−x VO 3 [8-10] in which Ca doping caused a significant suppression of intensity near E F and therefore appeared to drive the system close to a Mott transition. These results were at odds with the metallic behavior found in various thermodynamic measurements independently of Ca concentration [11] . Separating bulk and surface contributions by using different photon energies, Maiti et al. [6] and Sekiyama et al. [7] demonstrated that the bulk emission from SrVO 3 and CaVO 3 is quite similar, in agreement with the low-frequency bulk probes and recent theoretical work [12] . The surface spectra of both materials, however, are considerably more correlated.
A related example is Sr 2 RuO 4 for which previous photoemission spectra seemed to contradict bulk de Haas-van Alphen measurements [13] . Recent experimental and theoretical work proved, however, that this discrepancy can be resolved by taking into account the lattice reconstruction at the surface of Sr 2 RuO 4 which leads to significant changes in the photoemission spectra [14] .
To derive reliable information on bulk properties of strongly correlated systems using photoemission it clearly is desirable to identify single-and many-electron effects associated with the surface. In the present work we study these effects for three perovskite materials with widely different band fillings: the metallic compounds Ca x Sr 1−x VO 3 (d 1 ) and SrRuO 3 (d 4 ), and the series Ca x La 1−x VO 3 which is insulating for x = 0 (d 2 ), but metallic for x = 0.5 (d 1.5 ). We evaluate the quasi-particle self-energy using the dynamical mean field theory based on the multi-orbital Monte Carlo method [2, 15, 16] . The important input in these many-body calculations is the layer dependent local density of states which we derive from a tight-binding scheme for semi-infinite systems [3] . We show that the surface leads to an effective narrowing of the density of states of those bands hybridizing mainly in atomic planes normal to the surface. As a result, correlation effects at the surface are more pronounced than in the bulk. Such a trend had first been predicted by Potthoff and Nolting [17] who studied the metal-insulator phase diagram for a semi-infinite simple cubic s band at half filling. Here we calculate the self-energy for multi-band systems using realistic local densities of states for several cubic perovskite materials and find qualitative agreement with photoemission data [4] [5] [6] [7] . Preliminary results on SrVO 3 and CaVO 3 were published earlier [18] . This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we focus on the single-particle electronic properties of SrVO 3 which can be taken as representative of perovskite materials. In particular, we discuss the evaluation of the layer dependent local density of states for semi-infinite SrVO 3 . Section 3 provides the main elements of the calculation of the multi-orbital self-energy in the bulk and at the surface. The quasi-particle spectra of Ca x Sr 1−x VO 3 , SrRuO 3 , and Ca x La 1−x VO 3 are presented in Section 4. Section 5 contains the summary.
Electronic structure: SrVO 3
In this section we discuss the bulk and surface electronic properties of SrVO 3 . This system can be considered as a prototype of a cubic perovskite material. Its one-electron structure is relatively simple, with one d electron per transition metal ion. The other systems can be qualitatively understood in terms of these properties by accounting for different occupations: d 4 for SrRuO 3 , and d
2−x
for Ca x La 1−x VO 3 . Self-consistent electronic structure calculations for bulk SrVO 3 within the local density approximation (LDA) [19] show that the conduction bands near the Fermi level consist of three degenerate t 2g bands derived from V 4+ (3d 1 ) ions. The filled O 2p bands are separated from the t 2g levels by a gap of about 1 eV, and the cubic crystal field of the V-O octahedron shifts the V e g bands above the t 2g bands. Because of the cubic symmetry, the t 2g bands can be represented via a tight-binding Hamiltonian with diagonal elements
where c i = 2 cos(k i a), i = x, y, z and a is the lattice constant. Cyclic permutations yield h xz,xz (k) and h yz,yz (k). The t i denote effective hopping integrals representing the V-O-V hybridization, where t 0,2 , t 1,3 , and t 4 specify the interaction between first, second and third neighbors, respectively. For symmetry reasons off-diagonal elements arise only between second and third nearest neighbors and are of the form h xy,xz (k) = −t 1 s y s z − t 2 c x s y s z , where s i = 2 sin(k i a), i.e., they vanish at the high-symmetry points. Since the coefficients t 1,2 are very small we neglect these off-diagonal elements so that the energy bands are given by i (k) = h i,i (k), with i = xy, xz, yz. The tightbinding parameters e d and t 0 · · · t 4 can easily be found by fitting the LDA energies at high-symmetry points of the bulk Brillouin Zone. Figure 1a shows the t 2g bulk bands of SrVO 3 along the main symmetry directions. The conduction bands in the cubic perovskite structure consist of three nearly non-hybridizing t 2g bands. Each of these bands is approximately two-dimensional representing weakly coupled atomic planes. Typically, the inter-planar band width is about 20 times smaller than the intra-planar band width. To indicate the pronounced planar character of these bands we denote via solid lines the strong dispersion within the plane spanned by an orbital and by dashed lines the much weaker out-of-plane dispersion. According to this nearly two-dimensional electronic structure, the bulk density of states ρ b (ω) exhibits the characteristic main peak related to the van Hove singularity at the X point of the Brillouin Zone. This is shown in Figure 1b where the bulk density of states is compared with
